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Report:
A natural way to directly quantify differences in the nature of acoustic excitations in glasses and crystals is to
investigate glass-forming substances that can also be obtained in the crystalline state. The aim of the present
experiment was to investigating three classical glass-forming systems, of different microstructure, that can
also be obtained in the crystalline form: glycerol, ortho-terphenyl (OTP) and alpha-cristobalite (SiO2). These
three materials represent archetypal glass formers belonging to the classes of covalent network formers
(SiO2), hydrogen bonded glasses (glycerol) and molecular glass formers (OTP). They also span the whole
range in the strong-fraglie scheme, with SiO2 as one of the strongest, glycerol an intermediately strong glass
former and OTP the most fragile one.

During the experiment we performed inelastic x-ray scattering experiments on crystalline and glassy glycerol
and crystalline OTP. Both these substabces can be obtained in glassy and crystalline phases in-situ the
cryostat with proper thermal tratement. For glycerol we obtained full disperson curves (1-15 nm-1) of the at
two temperatures (T=150 and 50 K) for the crystal phase and also full dispersion curves for the glass (T=150
K). This will allow us perform a direct quantitative analysis of the influence of structural disorder on the high
frequency acoustic excitations. From the temperature dependence of the line-width of the crystal we can
discriminate between homogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions. Figure 1 shows and example of the
experimental spectra for crystalline glycerol. The preliminary analysis shows that the both the energy and the
line-width of the excitations are the same in the glass and the crystal. This confirms our previous findings for
glassy and crystalline ethanol [1]. Moreover the line-width of the crystal is shown to be temperature
independent, inhomogeneous broadening, as was also earlier observed for the glass phase [2], pointing to a
common origin of the line-width for the two phases.



We also performed measurements on the OTP crystal at one of three spectrometer settings and verified that
the cristobalite sample would give a good signal in the experiment. Unfortunately, the integration time
required for the glycerol and OTP crystals were longer than expected why we were not able to complete the
experiment within the scheduled time (note  also that only 18 of 21 shifts were scheduled for the experiment).
We have recently submitted an application for continued beamtime for this project to be able to determine the
generallity of the finding of a crystallike nature of acoustic excitations in glasses

Figure 1. IXS spectra of crystalline glycerol at 2 nm-1 and T=150 and 50 K.
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